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Abstract

Recently several new LMI conditions for stability of linear systems have been

proposed� introducing additional slack variables to reduce the gap between con�

servative convex quadratic stability conditions and intractable non�convex robust

stability conditions� In this paper we show that these improved LMI conditions

can be derived with the help of some basic results on positive polynomial matrices�

providing a clear interpretation of the role of the additional variables� The approach

allows to derive in a unifying way results in the state�space and polynomial frame�

works� Applications to robust stability analysis and robust stabilization of systems

with multi�linear parametric uncertainty are fully described�
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� Introduction

The main criticism formulated by control engineers against modern robust analysis and
design methods for linear systems concerns the lack of e�cient� easy�to�use and systematic
numerical tools� Indeed� a lot of analysis techniques and most of the design techniques
for uncertain systems boil down to non�convex bilinear matrix inequality �BMI� problems
�Mesbahi� ����	� for which no polynomial�time algorithm has been proposed so far� This
is especially true when analyzing robust stability of systems a
ected by highly structured
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�parametric� uncertainty� or when seeking a robust control law of low complexity ��xed�
or low�order controller design��

In the control literature� one can distinguish several fundamentally di
erent approaches to
circumvent these di�culties� One can either resort to �a� global optimization� with a guar�
antee of convergence� at the price of a considerable computational burden that may prove
prohibitive� see e�g� �de Gaston� ���� Psarris� ��� Apkarian� ����	� �b� randomized or
probabilistic methods that allow to quantify the amount of con�dence one can have in
the result� see e�g� �Cala�ore� ����	� �c� iterative heuristics based on convex optimization�
without guarantee of global convergence� but that can prove very e�cient in practice and
can solve problems at a low computational cost� see e�g� �El Ghaoui� ��� Iwasaki� �	�
�d� non�iterative su�cient robustness conditions� that rely on convex optimization too�
but can prove overly conservative �Iwasaki� ��� Scherer� ����	� In this paper� we will
focus on the latter approach�

Within this scope� new LMI conditions for stability of linear systems have recently been
introduced that partially alleviates some degrees of conservatism� The conditions� that
can be traced back to �Geromel� ��	� were originally proposed for discrete�time systems
only �de Oliveira� �	� Afterwards� then have been extended to more general stabil�
ity regions �Peaucelle� ����	 and other problems in robust control �Shaked� ����	� The
improved LMI conditions feature additional slack variables allowing some decoupling be�
tween the system state�space matrices and the Lyapunov matrix proving robust stability�
Based on the same idea� similar conditions have also been used to assess robust stabil�
ity of polynomial matrices �Henrion� ����a	� an important step when studying uncertain
systems in the polynomial framework �Ku�cera� ��	� Numerical experiments reported in
�Bachelier� �	 seem to illustrate that the improved LMI conditions signi�cantly narrow
the gap between conservative LMI quadratic stability conditions and intractable non�
convex robust stability conditions� If most of the people agree on the useful decoupling
structure in the new LMI conditions� no satisfying interpretation of these additional slack
variables has been found so far� up to our knowledge�

The purpose of this paper is to provide such an interpretation� and to show how the
improved LMI conditions can be readily derived from basic results on strictly positive
real functions and positive polynomial matrices� The approach is su�ciently general to
cover in a uni�ed fashion continuous�time and discrete�time systems in the state�space
and polynomial frameworks�

� Positivity and Stability of Polynomial Matrices

Let
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be a stability region in the complex plane� where the star denotes transpose conjugate
and Hermitian matrix H � H� has inertia ��� �� ��� Standard choices for D are the left
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half�plane �a � �� b � �� c � �� and the unit disk �a � ��� b � �� c � ��� Other choices
of scalars a� b and c correspond to arbitrary half�planes and disks� Let �D denote the
one�dimensional closure of D� i�e� the set fs � C � a� bs� b�s�� css� � �g� In the sequel
we say that a polynomial matrix is stable when all the roots of its determinant belong to
D� Similarly� we say that a rational matrix is strictly positive real �SPR� when its real
part is positive de�nite when evaluated along �D�

In the paper we will consider square polynomial matrices

N�s� � N� �N�s� � � ��Nds
d� D�s� � D� �D�s� � � ��Dds

d

of size n and degree d�

Lemma � Polynomial matrix N�s� is stable if and only if there exists a stable polynomial
matrix D�s� such that rational matrix N�s�D���s� is SPR�

Proof� From the de�nition of an SPR rational matrix� N�s�D���s� SPR with D�s� stable
implies N�s� stable� Conversely� if N�s� is stable then the choice D�s� � N�s� makes the
rational matrix N�s�D���s� � I obviously SPR� �

When D�s� is a given stable polynomial matrix� Lemma � is a su�cient condition for
stability of matrix polynomial N�s�� Let N denote the set of coe�cients of all polynomial
matricesN�s� of degree d� let S denote the subset ofN corresponding to stable polynomial
matrices only� and let SD denote the subset of N such that N�s�D���s� is SPR� Then it
holds SD � S � N � It is well�known that S is generally not a convex set� In contrast� it
turns out that SD is a convex set �an inner approximation of the actual stability domain�
that can be described by a linear matrix inequality �LMI�� as captured by the following

Lemma � Let
N � �N� N� � � � Nd	� D � �D� D� � � � Dd	

and
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be a projection matrix of size �dn � �d � ��n� Given a stable polynomial matrix D�s��
polynomial matrix N�s� ensures SPRness of rational matrix N�s�D���s� if and only if
there exists a matrix P � P T of dimension dn such that

DTN �NTD �H�P � � � ���

where

H�P � � �T �H � P �� � �T

�
aP bP
b�P cP

�
��
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Proof� SPRness of N�s�D���s� is equivalent to the in�nite dimensional matrix inequality

N�s�D���s� �D���s�N��s� � �� �s � �D

where the star denotes transpose conjugate� Polynomial matrix D�s� being non�singular
along �D� we can equivalently write

D��s�N�s� �N��s�D�s� � �� �s � �D

Let

�d�s� �
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����
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be a basis for polynomial matrices of size n and degree d� It holds

��
d�s��d�s� � �� � ss� � � � �� �ss��d�In � �� �s � �D

so that there always exists a strictly positive scalar � such that

R�s� � D��s�N�s� �N��s�D�s� � ���
d�s��d�s� � �� �s � �D� ���

Therefore� SPRness of the original rational matrix is equivalent to positivity of polynomial
matrix R�s� along the stability boundary� This idea has already been pursued e�g� in
�Stipanovi�c� ����	�

From the structure of the linear map H�P �� one can check that

��
d�s�H�P ��d�s� � �a� bs� b�s� � css����

d���s�P�d���s� � �� �s � �D

and it is easy to see that matrix P � P T captures the whole degrees of freedom one has
when representing polynomial matrix R�s� in the basis �d�s�� see e�g� �Genin� ����	� In
other words� R�s� � ��

d�s�R�d�s� if and only if there exists P � P T such that

R � DTN �NTD �H�P � � �I�d���n� ���

The remaining of the proof then consists in showing that R�s� � � along �D if and
only R � � for some P � P T and some � � �� or equivalently� if and only if LMI ���
holds for some P � P T � This follows from the decomposition as a sum of squares of
R�s� �

P
i
Q�
i �s�Qi�s�� see e�g� �Nesterov� ����� Lasserre� ����	� �

Combining Lemma � with Lemma �� we deduce the following result which will be in�
strumental to the derivation of the LMI stability conditions throughout the sequel of the
paper�

Lemma � Polynomial matrix N�s� is stable if and only if there exists a stable polynomial
matrix D�s� and a matrix P � P T satisfying LMI ����
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� Connection with Existing LMI Stability Conditions

In this section� we show that we can easily recover the improved LMI stability conditions
of �de Oliveira� �� Peaucelle� ����	 with the help of Lemma �� For notational simplicity�
throughout the paper we will denote symmetric blocks in LMIs by a star�

��� State�space Framework

Stability of the pencil matrix N�s� � sI � A is equivalent to stability of the constant
matrix A� and the LMI condition of Lemma � yields the following

Lemma � Matrix A is stable if and only if there exists a stable matrix F and a matrix
P � P T satisfying�

F TA�ATF � aP �
�A� F � b�P �I � cP

�
�

�
�F T

I

� �
�A I

�
�

�
�AT

I

� �
�F I

�
�

�
aP bP
b�P cP

�
� ��

���

Proof� Just let D�s� � sI � F in Lemma �� �

So far we have made little progress since we have shown that checking stability of some
matrix A amounts to checking stability of some other matrix F plus checking some LMI
condition in a matrix P � P T � The next result shows that� provided P is positive de�nite�
one can relax the stability constraint on F �

Lemma � Matrix A is stable if and only if there exists a matrix F and a matrix P �
P T � � satisfying LMI ����

Proof� Assume that LMI ��� holds for some P � P T � �� Then
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aP bP
b�P cP

���
I
A

�

� a� bPA� b�ATP � cATPA 	 ��

In virtue of Lyapunov�s Theorem �see e�g� �Henrion� ����c	�� this implies that A is stable�
Conversely� if A is stable then by Lemma � there exists a stable matrix F and a matrix
P � P T satisfying LMI ���� Then

�

�
I
F

�T �
�F T

I

� �
�A I

�
�

�
�AT

I

� �
�F I

�
�

�
aP bP
b�P cP

���
I
F

�

� a� bPF � b�F TP � cF TPF 	 ��

Since F is stable� we can invoke Theorem ����� in �Horn� ��	 to conclude that P � ���
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��� Polynomial Framework

Now if we assume that N�s� is an arbitrary polynomial matrix� Lemma � becomes

Lemma � Polynomial matrix N�s� is stable if and only if there exists a polynomial matrix
D�s� and a matrix P � P T � � satisfying

DTN �NTD �H�P � � �� ���

Proof� We proceed as in the proof of Lemma �� showing that the requirement that D�s�
be stable in Lemma � amounts to enforcing positivity of P � The projection of LMI ���
must be done on the subspace spanned by the columns of matrix�

����
In

� � �

In
�D� � � � �Dd��

�
			


and stability is proved with Lyapunov�s Theorem applied to the companion matrix asso�
ciated with polynomial matrix D�s�� which is here assumed to be monic for simplicity�
The non�monic case can be treated similarly� �

A slightly di
erent version of Lemma � appeared in �Henrion� ����b	� with a di
erent
proof based on quadratic programming and semide�nite programming duality�

Lemma � �Henrion� ����b	 Polynomial matrix N�s� is stable if and only if there exists
a matrix P � P T � � satisfying

NTN �H�P � � ��

Proof� It is an application of the projection lemma� an algebraic result well�known to the
control community� see e�g� �Skelton� ��� Theorem ������	� �

� Application to Robust Stability Analysis

In all the following numerical examples we solved the LMI problems with SeDuMi ����
�Sturm� �	 running under Matlab ��� on a Sun Sparc Workstation Ultra ��

��� State�space Framework

The nice feature in Lemma � is that system matrix A and Lyapunov matrix P are de�
coupled in the sense that� contrary to the standard Lyapunov inequality� there is no
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cross�product between A and P � When A is a
ected by parametric uncertainty� this
allows for the construction of a parameter�dependent Lyapunov matrix signi�cantly nar�
rowing the gap between conservative standard quadratic stability results �corresponding
to a parameter�independent Lyapunov matrix� and intractable robust stability results�

We assume that system matrix is a
ected by multi�linear �or multi�a�ne� uncertainty�
i�e� A��� depends on a m�dimensional vector of uncertain scalar parameters �i living in
some hyper�rectangle �� and A��� is linear in the parameter �i when all the remaining
parameters �j� j 
� i are �xed� For notational simplicity� we denote by Ai for i � �� � � � �m
the vertices of A��� obtained by enumerating each vertex of �� The following robust
stability analysis result is a straightforward application of Lemma ��

Lemma � �de Oliveira� �


� Peaucelle� ����	 Multi�linear matrix A��� with vertices Ai

is robustly stable if there exists a matrix F and matrices Pi � P T
i � � satisfying the LMI�

F TAi �AT
i F � aPi �

�Ai � F � b�Pi �I � cPi

�
� �� i � �� � � � �m� ���

Proof� Since LMI ��� is simultaneously linear in Ai and in Pi� parameter � enters multi�
linearly in A���� and � is a hyper�rectangle� it follows that�

F TA��� �AT ���F � aP ��� �
�A���� F � b�P ��� �I � cP ���

�
� �

where P ��� � � is a parameter�dependent multi�linear Lyapunov matrix proving robust
stability of matrix A��� in virtue of Lemma �� �

Now we illustrate this result with an example taken from �Dettori� ��	� a matrix

A��� �

�
���

�� �� � ��
����� �� ����� �
�a�� � �� � a�� �
� ��a�� � ��� a��

�
		


depending multi�linearly on a three�dimensional vector � � � �� �� a 	 of uncertain
parameters� We seek the largest interval 	 � � such that matrix A��� remains stable for
all parameters � in the hyper�rectangle � � ��	� 		� ��	� 		� ��� �	�

Using Lemma � with m � �� � � vertices Ai we �nd that there exists a matrix F and
� positive de�nite Lyapunov matrices Pi proving robust stability of A��� for 	 � �������
For each given value of 	 it took less than � second of CPU time to solve LMI ��� with
SeDuMi� so that a bisection search on the upper bound on 	 could easily be implemented�

��� Polynomial Framework

Similarly� the LMI condition of Lemma � is simultaneously linear in coe�cients of N�s�
and in Lyapunov matrix P � This property can be exploited to provide less conservative
convex conditions for assessing robust stability of polynomial matrices�
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As in the previous section� we assume thatN�s� �� is a polynomial matrix with multi�linear
dependence in a parameter vector � that lives in a hyper�rectangle� When � describes
the vertices of � we will denote the vertices of N�s� �� by Ni�s� for i � �� � � � �m� With
these notations� the polynomial counterpart of Lemma � can be formulated as follows�

Lemma 	 �Henrion� ����a	 Multi�linear polynomial matrix N�s� �� with vertices Ni�s�
is robustly stable if there exists a matrix D and some matrices Pi � P T

i � � satisfying the
LMI

DTNi � NT
i D �H�Pi� � �� i � �� � � � �m� ���

Proof� See the proof of Lemma �� where we use Lemma �� �
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Figure �� Mechanical system�

As a numerical example� we consider the mechanical system studied in �Ackermann� ���
Example ����	� represented in Figure �� whose di
erential equations after application of
the Laplace transform are given by�

m�s
� � d�s� c� � c�� �c��

�c�� m�s
� � d�s� c� � c��

� �
x��s�
x��s�

�
�

�
�

u�s�

�
� ���

We assume that system parameters � � � m� d� c� m� d� c� 	 belong to the un�
certainty hyper�rectangle � � ��� �	 � ����� �	 � ��� �	 � ��� �	 � ����� �	 � ��� �	 and we
set c�� � �� As pointed out in �Ackermann� ��	� this mechanical system is passive so
it must be open�loop stable �when u�s� � �� independently of the values of the masses�
springs� and dampers� However� it is a non�trivial task to know whether the open�loop
system is robustly stable in some stability region D ensuring a certain damping� Here we
choose the disk of radius �� centered at ���� i�e�

D � fs � C � �s� ���� � ���g � fs � C �

�
�
s

�� �
� ��
�� �

� �
�
s

�
� �g�
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The robust stability analysis problem amounts then to assessing whether the second degree
polynomial matrix in the left hand�side of equation ��� is robustly stable in D for all
admissible uncertainty� This is an interval polynomial matrix with m � �� � �� vertices�

We set a � �� b � �� and c � � in LMI ��� and with the help of SeDuMi we �nd
this problem feasible after about ��� seconds of CPU time� Therefore� the root�locus
of the polynomial matrix remains in disk D for all admissible uncertainty� In Figure �
we represented the roots of the �� polynomial matrix vertices� Note however that an
accurate ��dimensional brute force gridding of the root�locus would be necessary to check
robust stability graphically� since there is no vertex or edge result available for interval
polynomial matrices�
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Figure �� Disk of radius �� and center ��� including the roots of the �� polynomial matrix
vertices modeling the uncertain mechanical system�

� Application to Robust Design

��� State�space Framework

In this section we will consider the problem of robust structured static state feedback
of a system whose matrices A��� and B��� are multi�linear functions of the parameters





�i living in a hyper�rectangle � accounting for the uncertainty a
ecting the system� We
denote by Ai and Bi for i � �� � � � �m the respective vertices of A��� and B��� when �
describes the vertices of ��

We assume that the sought static state feedback matrix K is subject to convex structural
constraints that can be captured by an LMI

G�K� � �� ��

For example� one can impose a block diagonal structure on K to address problems of
decentralized control� We can also enforce a quadratic norm constraint KTK � I to
ensure a low�gain feedback� Finally� the problem of robust static output feedback can also
�t this scope� the static state feedback matrix being linearly constrained to K � K�C for
some static output feedback matrix K� to be found�

In Lemma �� LMI ��� is simultaneously linear in system matrix A and Lyapunov matrix
P � so we can easily derive the following

Lemma �
 System A���� B��� with multi�linear uncertainty and vertices Ai and Bi is
robustly stabilizable by a constrained static state feedback K if� given a stable matrix F �
there exists some matrices Pi � P T

i satisfying the LMI�
F T �Ai �BiK� � �Ai �BiK�TF � aPi �

��Ai �BiK�� F � b�Pi �I � cPi

�
� �� i � �� � � � �m ����

with the additional LMI constraint �
��

As an example� we consider the design of an anti�sway system for a crane �Ackermann� ���
p� �	� represented in Figure �� The continuous�time linear plant

�x �

�
���

� � � �
� � mL

mC
g �

� � � �

� � � �mL�mC�
mC l

g �

�
		
x�

�
���

�
�
mC

�
� �

mC l

�
		
 u

must be robustly stabilized with a state�feedback controller

u � Kx

where state components are the crab position� the crab velocity� the rope angle and the
rope angle rate� The load mass mL may vary by ��� around the nominal value of
���� kg� The rope length l may vary by ��� around the nominal value of �� meters�
Other parameters such as the gravity g � ��m
s� and the crab mass mC � ����kg are
perfectly known� To account for the uncertainty a
ecting the system� we seek a robust
controller that simultaneously stabilizes the four vertex operating points� Moreover� the
fourth component of state feedback vector K feeds back the rope angle rate which is
di�cult to measure� so we assume that this component is forced to zero� so that LMI ��
reads

� � � � � 	KT � �� ����

��
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Figure �� Crane�

First we robustly stabilize the system without taking into account this structural con�
straint on vector K� We use quadratic stability and the standard change of variables of
�Bernussou� ��	� The polytopic system �x � Ax�Bu with verticesAi� Bi for i � �� � � � � �
is quadratically stabilizable by state feedback u � Kx if and only if there exist a matrix
Q � QT � � and a matrix R solving the LMI

AiQ�BiR� �AiQ�BiR�
T 	 �� i � �� � � � � �� ����

A quadratically stabilizing state feedback gain is thenK � RP with P � Q��� The design
problem is thus convex in parameters Q and R� but it is not simultaneously convex in
Lyapunov matrices Q or P and gain matrix K� so that we cannot easily incorporate
structural constraints on K� With SeDuMi we solve� LMI ���� and we obtain

P � Q�� � ����

�
���

������ ����� ���� �����
����� ����� ������ �����

���� ������ ���� �����
����� ����� ����� �����

�
		
 � � ����

and
K � RP � ������� � ���� ���� ���� 	� ����

Now suppose that we want to enforce the structural constraint on the feedback gain
matrix� We use Lemma �� with the choice F � A� �B�K where K is the feedback gain
given in �Ackermann� ��� p� ��	

K � ����� � ���� ����� � 	

that places the poles of the nominal system at �������  i����� and �������  i������
Note that the above feedback matrix satis�es the structural constraint� However� we have

�SeDuMi handles non�strict inequalities only� so we replace strict inequalities Q � � and AiQ�BiR�
�AiQ�BiR�T � � with non�strict inequalities Q � I and AiQ�BiR��AiQ�BiR�T � �I respectively


��



no guarantee that this nominal feedback is robustly stabilizing� For this choice of F � we
solve LMIs ���� and ���� with SeDuMi and we obtain after less than � second of CPU
time the robustly stabilizing feedback matrix

K � ������� � ���� ��� � 	�

Other choices of nominal closed�loop matrix F in LMI ���� lead to di
erent feedback
matrices� For example� with F � A� �B�K we obtain

K � ����� � �� ���� � 	�

��� Polynomial Framework

Now we will extend Lemma � to perform robust design of linear systems described by poly�
nomial matrices� The transfer function of the uncertain linear system is B�s� ��A���s� ��
where both A�s� �� and B�s� �� are polynomial matrices that are multi�linear in a param�
eter vector � that lives in a hyper�rectangle �� The design problem amounts to �nding
a dynamical output�feedback controller with transfer function X���s�Y �s� such that the
closed�loop denominator matrix

N�s� �� � A�s� ��X�s� �B�s� ��Y �s�

is robustly stable for all admissible uncertainty vector �� As usual� when � describes the
vertices of � we will denote the vertices of A�s� ��� B�s� �� and N�s� �� by Ai� Bi and Ni

respectively� for i � �� � � � �m�

Exactly as we assumed in the state�space framework that the static feedback matrix
K satis�es structural LMI constraints� we assume here that the controller polynomial
matrices X�s� � X��X�s� � � � and Y �s� � Y��Y�s� � � � entering linearly in polynomial
matrix N�s� �� have prescribed structure� which we denote by the LMI

G�N� � �� ����

For example� we can assume that X�s� and Y �s� have given �presumably low� degree�
Some coe�cients in X�s� and Y �s� may be given� such as with a PID controller

Y �s�

X�s�
� kP �

kI
s

� kDs ����

where X� � �� X� � �� X� � � and Y� � kI � Y� � kP � Y� � kD�

Under these assumptions� the polynomial counterpart of Lemma �� can be formulated as
follows�

Lemma �� System A�s� ��� B�s� �� with multi�linear uncertainty and vertices Ai�s��
Bi�s� is robustly stabilizable by a constrained output feedback controller X�s�� Y �s� if�
given a stable polynomial matrix D�s� of the same degree as polynomial matrices Ni�s� �
Ai�s�X�s� �Bi�s�Y �s�� there exists some matrices Pi � P T

i satisfying the LMI

DTNi � NT
i D �H�Pi� � �� i � �� � � � �m� ����

with the additional LMI constraint �����

��



To illustrate this result� we consider the scalar system studied in �Jaulin� ��	 described
by the transfer function

B�s�

A�s�
�

Kw�
�

�� � Ts��s� � �zw�s� w�
��

with nominal parameters z � �� T � ��� w� � �� K � �� It is assumed that parameters
z� T and K are uncertain and may vary by ��� around their nominal values� We
seek a PID controller ���� that robustly stabilizes the system for all possible parametric
uncertainty� Moreover� we would like to ensure a robust stability margin of ���� i�e� the
stability region is the shifted left half�plane

D � fs � C � Re s � ����g � fs � C �

�
�
s

�� �
��� �
� �

� �
�
s

�
� �g�

The closed�loop characteristic polynomial can be written as

N�s� �� � w�
�KkI � w�

��� �KkP �s� w���z � w�T � w�KkD�s
� � ��zw�T � ��s� � Ts�

which is a multi�linear function of uncertain parameters z� T and K and a linear function
of controller parameters kI � kP and kD� so that we can apply Lemma ���

First we stabilize the nominal system with an arbitrary stabilizing PID controller� say
��� � �
s � �s� which corresponds to the stable nominal polynomial

D�s� � ��� � �s� �s� � s� � s���

Second� we set a � ���� b � � and c � � in LMI ���� and with the help of SeDuMi we
�nd this problem feasible in less than � second of CPU time� We obtain the robustly
stabilizing PID controller

������ � ������
s � �����s��

Finally� note that another choice of a nominally stabilizing PID controller� such as the
one provided in �Jaulin� ��	� namely ������� � ������
s � �����s�� leads to a di
erent�
still robustly stabilizing PID controller

������� � ������
s � ����s��

� Conclusion

We have proposed a new approach to derive improved LMI robustness conditions� nar�
rowing the gap between conservative convex quadratic stability conditions and intractable
non�convex robust stability conditions� The approach is general enough to treat in a uni�
fying way continuous�time and discrete�time systems in the state�space and polynomial
frameworks� It is based on the theory of positive polynomial matrices� stability of a
polynomial matrix N�s� is ensured if and only if some bilinear polynomial matrix form in
N�s� and D�s� is positive along the stability boundary for some stable polynomial matrix
D�s� to be found�

��



Usually� polynomial matrix N�s� is unknown �it may depend linearly on design parame�
ters� and polynomial matrix D�s� is given �it plays the role of an additional slack variable
decoupling N�s� from the Lyapunov matrix�� So when N�s� is assumed to belong to a
given set accounting for possible uncertainty a
ecting some dynamical system� one im�
portant step in solving the robustness problem amounts to �nding a sensible choice of
an additional variable D�s�� Based on the numerical examples described in this paper�
it is tempting to set D�s� to some nominal value of N�s� � that is to say the nominal
closed�loop system denominator matrix obtained with a standard design algorithm in the
absence of uncertainty� In particular� it is believed that such a choice can prove useful
in heuristic iterative design schemes based on cone complementarity� where N�s� and
D�s� are iteratively sought and an initial guess on D�s� is generally required to start the
overall algorithm� However� recent �ndings on robust SPR design with l� uncertainty
�Bianchini� ����	 tend to show that the choice of the nominal polynomial N�s� as an ad�
ditional variable D�s� is not always appropriate� This point needs to be studied in deeper
detail�

Note that we considered only very simple stability regions D such as half�planes or disks�
More involved stability regions �sectors� ellipses� hyperbolas� can be handled similarly
with the help of the Kronecker product� see �Peaucelle� ����	� This is not detailed in this
paper for notational simplicity�

We have studied robust stability matrices and polynomial matrices a
ected by �highly
structured� multi�linear interval uncertainty� We are now applying the same ideas to
linear systems a
ected by �unstructured� ellipsoidal uncertainty� also known as l�� or
rank�one uncertainty� We may also extend our approach to meet other requirements that
mere stability� such as H� or H� performance� tracking or disturbance rejection� Related
results will be reported elsewhere�

Besides providing a clear� new interpretation of the additional variables featured in the
improved LMI robustness conditions� the approach proposed in this paper is also inter�
esting from the numerical point of view� Indeed� the Hankel or Toeplitz structure of the
dual LMI problem associated with problems coming from positivity of polynomials can
be exploited to reduce the computational cost of solving the original primal problem�
as shown in �Alkire� ����	� Numerical properties of these kind of optimization problems
must however be studied in further detail� since the Hankel structure is often synonymous
of bad numerical conditioning� as pointed out in �Genin� ����b	�
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